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Stretching

“The objective in the stretching and transforming form of niche empowerment is to convince the wider social world that the rules of 

the game need to be changed. The selection pressures constituted by prevailing regimes need to be transformed in order that niche 

derived forms of sustainable solutions may flourish“

Smith and Raven (2012)

Adaptive implementation

“Adaptive implementation holds that implementation processes must allow new policy designs and the plans for their 

implementation to be adapted to unfolding decisions and events (Berman, 1980). In short, we should not aim to ‘roll out’ new 

policies like a blanket, but rather ‘rub them in’ by feeling your way through the specific context and contingencies of implementation”.

Ansell et. All (2017)



The tools chosen for the training were a Multi-Level Perspective 
(above) from the Visual Toolbox for System Innovation (Matti, by 
Vicente, 2016) and a Theory of Change (below).. 

§ The first tool has been slightly adapted from its original
version, understanding that it has an additional function to the
one originally stated in the manual.

§ The second tool is a theory of change with half of the contents
loaded on a previous session. The operation will be explained
below.

Chosen tools 



Adapted Multi-Level Perspective exercise 



§ The original function of the Multi-Level
Perspective exercise (Visual Toolbox for
System Innovation, Matti & de Vicente,
2016) is to place innovation projects
within a context characterized by
complexity.

§ In the case of SuSMo's IST Training, the
tool was used as a communication
device. The challenge owner completed
-before the workshop held- the canvas,
with technical assistance from the
Motion team to understand the
technical sections.

Adapted Multi-Level Perspective exercise 



In this way: 
§  The challenge owner increased its ownership in front of the

participants.
§  The communication problems (different backgrounds, different

languages) were solved by approaching communication through a
visual metaphor.

§  The management of the information deposited by the challenge owner
was distributed in three levels, allowing the participants to understand
the synergies between them.

§  The experience of collective co-creation was allowed to be
simultaneous with the possible return to the observation of a frame of
reference.

This, in conclusion, evidences the possibility of addressing certain 
techniques that initially present an analytical bias of processes as a 
communicative vehicle in a multidisciplinary context. 

Adapted Multi-Level Perspective exercise 



Use of a splitted Theory of Change 



§  The use of the Theory of Change with a double flow
centered the second part of the IST Training.

§  The flow on the left (in this case titled at the end as
Private-Public Collaboration Pathway) was
completed by the challenge owner. The main
challenge between the technical assistance and the
challenge owner was semantic: the difference
between Outcomes and Outputs, for example,
caused some problems.

§  Once the Theory of Change was fulfilled (on the left)
around the case presented by the same Challenge
Owner, the participants of the training could use as
mirror this flow to design another explanatory flow
on the right of the diagram.

¡ 

Use of a splitted Theory of Change 



§  In order to maximize the qualitative scope of the
exercise, a space was added to reflect comments,
suggestions and reflections from the participants.

§  In this space, located to the right of the Theory of
Change location diagram, participants reflected on
considerations that, due mainly to a question of
semantic non-relationship, did not fit into the
previous diagram.

Use of a splitted Theory of Change 





















Final reflections 



1.  Participants found the tools presented useful not only as vehicles of co-creation, but as 
communication tools. 

2.  The communicative use of visual metaphors commonly used for information capture in 
technical assistance contexts facilitated the consolidation of a network within the Motion 
consortium together with consortia of another nature. 

3.  The use of Theories of Change in technical assistance or training exercises can lead to 
inconsistencies, given the difficulties of semantics and convenience of meaning in them within 
interdisciplinary teams. It is therefore essential to reach agreements and conventions in this 
sense in advance of carrying out the exercise. 

4.  The provision of spaces for the addition of descriptive or reflective elements favors the 
usefulness of the experience  



Material developed as part of Transitions 
Hub actions within MOTION project 

working plan and the co-design process 
of X-Curve adaptation in collaboration 

with DRIFT
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Development of a Cognitive Framework on 
Transition Dynamics
Methodological notes for application of X-Curve in Mapping and MEL activities



 Simplified methodological steps for 
building up a Cognitive framework

 Background, methodology and steps

 Typology of elements and 
implementation

 Application for the case of Transitions, 
Transformative Outcomes & MEL logic

 Tool: The X-Curve for transitions 
dynamics (DRIFT)

 Application: EIT Climate-KIC Saturn 
Project as part of MOTION project

 Visualisations
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Developing cognitive frameworks can be equivalent to ontology mapping. In practice, the objective is to 
establish a bridge tool to bring some concepts to the context of practitioners. 

The family of elements resulting from the cognitive framework allow the definition of concepts in ideas from 
an expanded perspective (practitioners perspective) and provide evidence of the negotiation of meaning in 
a context of science-practice interaction.

These frameworks must be dynamic since they are nourished by science-practice interaction as they are used 
to introduce concepts in workshops and analysis of results.

The System Innovation cognitive framework (challenge-led system mapping) can be used as an illustrative 
example. (See pages 60-65 Challenge led handbook).



Step Details

Step 1: Content analysis Identify different elements (i.e. key words and definitions) in empirical 
evidence: mapping exercises, narratives co-constructed with practitioners.

Step 2: Prototyping A list of elements related to key concepts are organised according to the 
conceptual framework and typology of elements

Step 3: Feedback loop Group analysis and interaction between different actors involved:  
researchers, practitioners, managers

Step 4: Updated Prototype Include inputs from feedback loop

Step 5: Final design Elaboration of the Cognitive Framework (version 1) / Visual design of the 
cognitive framework



List of elements of the cognitive framework:
 Related synonym / process / concept
 Related activities
 Related outputs
 Outcomes (type of outcome, following the TOs logic)

As an illustrative and guiding example, the case of System Innovation (challenge-led system mapping) 
cognitive framework includes the following typology of elements: 

 Impact framework
KPIs – Output – Outcomes 

 EU Policy framework
 EUT Climate-KIC activities
 Actors
 Opportunities
 Barriers
 Action areas 

Business – Policies – Society – Regional – Sectoral 



We will work on two related 
Cognitive Frameworks (CF) 
simultaneously:

1) X-Curve Transitions dynamics, as 
part of a tool applied in SATURN and 

2) Transformative outcomes, as main 
methodological component

X-Curve Transitions dynamics Transformative outcomes

 Transition dynamics
 Unsustainable practices
 Lock-in
 Landscape
 Regime
 Niche
 Governance approach
 Intervention
 Functional boundaries
 Spatial boundaries

 Patterns breakdown
o Optimizing
o Destabilitzation
o Chaos
o Breakdown
o Phase-out

 Patterns build-up
o Experimenting
o Acceleration
o Emergence
o Institutionalization
o Stabilization

 Successful niche building 
o 1. Shielding 
broadening and deepening 
o 2. Learning 

broadening and deepening 
o 3. Networking

broadening and deepening 
o 4. Expectation dynamics 

broadening, deepening, opening up 
 Niche expansion and embedding 

o 5. Upscaling
increasing user adoption 
o 6. Replication

local and trans-local 
o 7. Circulation

accumulating and intermediating 
o 8. Institutionalisation 

creating formal and informal rules 
 De-stabilisation and opening-up of regimes 

o 9. Destabilisation 
de-aligning/disrupting subsystems and regimes 
o 10. Opening up 

unlearning and deep learning of regime actors 
o 11. Empower niche-regime interactions 
o 12. Changing perceptions of landscape pressures

List of key concepts / glossary and hierarchies for cognitive frameworks



Climate-KIC Transitions Hub Documents

Matti, C., Martin Corvillo, J. M., Vivas Lalinde, I., Juan Agulló, B., Stamate, E., Bauer, A., & Avella, G. (2020). Challenge-led system mapping. A knowledge 
management approach. EIT Climate-KIC.

Matti, C., Panny, J., Howie, C., Fernandez, D., Martin Corvillo, J. M., O’Sullivan, T., & Juan Agulló, B. (2018). Mapping perspectives on sustainability transitions 
towards circular economy models from a practitioner’s perspective. Transitions Hub Working papers.

Transitions 

Loorbach, D., & Oxenaar, S. (s. f.). Counting on Nature.

Schot, J., Kivimaa, P., & Torrens, J. (2019). Transforming Experimentation: Experimental Policy Engagements and Their Transformative Outcomes. 
Transformative Innovation Policy Consortium: Brighton, UK.

Cognitive framework

Paletz, S. B., & Schunn, C. D. (2010). A social-cognitive framework of multidisciplinary team innovation. Topics in cognitive science, 2(1), 73–95.

Paradis, C. (2005). Ontologies and construals in lexical semantics. Axiomathes, 15(4), 541–573.

Reed, S. K., & Pease, A. (2015). A framework for constructing cognition ontologies using WordNet, FrameNet, and SUMO. Cognitive Systems Research, 33, 
122–144.

Falconer, S. M., & Storey, M.-A. (2007). A cognitive support framework for ontology mapping. En The Semantic Web (pp. 114–127). Springer.



Application for the case of 
Transitions, Transformative 

Outcomes & MEL logic
The X-Curve, SATURN and MOTION projects 



1- DATASET STRUCTURE

2 - TOOL FRAMEWORK & LAYERS (TOs)

3 - INPUTS & INDICATORS

COGNTIVE FRAMEWORK

Transitions, Transformative Outcomes & MEL logic



BLOCK Set of elements with MEL logic (Input-Activity-Output)

ID Main code assigned to an element of the X-Curve

Sub-ID
Secondary code:

0: ID Main element of the ID
A, B, C, etc: ID Particular element

SOURCE Elements extracted from the TOs validation and prioritization process

Canvas X-Curve and Narrative

BLOCK ID Sub-ID

1

1 0
2 0
2 A
2 B
3 0
3 A
3 B

Block 1 contains 3 main elements:
Element 1 is a general INPUT (ID 1, Sub-ID 0). It does not contain particular elements.
Element 2 is a general ACTIVITY (ID 2, Sub-ID 0). It contains 2 particular elements (2A y 2B) 
Element 3 is a general OUTPUT (ID 3, Sub-ID 0). It contains 2 particular elements (3A y 3B)

Not all blocks contains the 3 elements of MEL logic (Input-Activity-Output), but all of them
follow this linear logic.

MEL logic

1. Input
2. Activity
2. Activity
2. Activity
3. Output
3. Output
3. Output

1- DATASET STRUCTURE

Example



Quadrant From X-Curve. Main categories of TOs.
Each Quadrant is related with a main colour (Green, Blue, Orange)

Cluster From X-Curve. 11 TOs.
Each Cluster is related with a variant of their main colour

2 - TOOL FRAMEWORK & LAYERS (TOs)

QUADRANT 1

4 Clusters

QUADRANT 3 

3 Clusters

QUADRANT 2 

4 Clusters



13

28 0
28 A
29 0
29 A
29 B

14

30 0
30 A
31 0
31 A

15

32 0
33 0
33 A
33 B
34 0

Expanding and embedding niches 5. Upscaling
Expanding and embedding niches 5. Upscaling
Expanding and embedding niches 5. Upscaling
Expanding and embedding niches 5. Upscaling
Expanding and embedding niches 5. Upscaling
Expanding and embedding niches 5. Upscaling
Expanding and embedding niches 5. Upscaling
Expanding and embedding niches 5. Upscaling
Expanding and embedding niches 5. Upscaling
Expanding and embedding niches 6. Replicating
Expanding and embedding niches 6. Replicating
Expanding and embedding niches 6. Replicating
Expanding and embedding niches 6. Replicating
Expanding and embedding niches 6. Replicating

TOOL FRAMEWORK & LAYERS (TOs)

Quadrant / Cluster / TOs Quadrant 2 (Orange) contains 4 clusters (4 variants of orange colour)

Blocks 13 and 14 are examples of Upscaling
Block 15 is an example of Replicating
Block 16 is an example of Circulating
Block 17 is an example of Institutionalising

Each block contains elements distributed with the MEL logic Input-
Activity-Output

16

35 0
35 A
35 B
35 C
36 0
36 A
36 B
36 C
37 0

17
38 0
39 0
40 0

Expanding and embedding niches 7. Circulating
Expanding and embedding niches 7. Circulating
Expanding and embedding niches 7. Circulating
Expanding and embedding niches 7. Circulating
Expanding and embedding niches 7. Circulating
Expanding and embedding niches 7. Circulating
Expanding and embedding niches 7. Circulating
Expanding and embedding niches 7. Circulating
Expanding and embedding niches 7. Circulating
Expanding and embedding niches 8. Institutionalising
Expanding and embedding niches 8. Institutionalising
Expanding and embedding niches 8. Institutionalising

2 - TOOL FRAMEWORK & LAYERS (TOs)

Example



Text Analyzed extracted elements

MEL logic

Element category as:
1. Input
2. Activity
3. Output

Coding transitions Element category from the transitions framework

Subcoding transitions Some subcategories from the transitions framework

3 - INPUTS & INDICATORS

Good relationship with municipalities 1. Input Governance approach
Institutional involvement 2. Activity Governance approach
Institutional support 2. Activity Governance approach
Institutional space 2. Activity Governance approach
Better situation of stakeholders 3. Output Patterns build-up Emergence
Visibility incresaed 3. Output Patterns build-up Emergence
Voice strengthened 3. Output Patterns build-up Emergence

Text MEL logic Coding Transitions Subcoding
TransitionsBLOQUE ID Sub-ID

1

1 0
2 0
2 A
2 B
3 0
3 A
3 B

MEL LOGIC Block 1:
1) Block 1 contains as an INPUT the Good relationship with municipalities.
2) This input aims to do ACTIVITIES with the institutions making use of their involvement with the initiatives. Some examples
of this implication are the support from municipalities and the permission to use space.
3) This activities can trigger as an OUTPUT a better situation of stakeholders. Some examples are the increasment of the
initiatives visibility and a better position of their discourse in front of the public opinión.

Example

MEL LOGIC



3 - INPUTS & INDICATORS

Good relationship with municipalities 1. Input Governance approach
Institutional involvement 2. Activity Governance approach
Institutional support 2. Activity Governance approach
Institutional space 2. Activity Governance approach
Better situation of stakeholders 3. Output Patterns build-up Emergence
Visibility incresaed 3. Output Patterns build-up Emergence
Voice strengthened 3. Output Patterns build-up Emergence

Text MEL logic Coding Transitions Subcoding
TransitionsBLOQUE ID Sub-ID

1

1 0
2 0
2 A
2 B
3 0
3 A
3 B

TRANSITIONS CODING Block 1:
1) The Good relationship with the municipality and its implication with the initiatives is an example of Governance approach.
2) The better position of stakeholders is an example of Patterns build-up, and specifically, is a particular case of Emergence.

Ejemplo

TRANSITIONS CODING



Visualization
X-Curve Cognitive Framework



NOTE: Visualisation available in A3 poster



NOTE: Visualisation available in A3 poster
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